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This care guide contains specific information to keep your Wieland products performing well. 8JUI�Uhe proper 
care�DPNCJOFE�XJUI�8JFMBOEhT�EVSBCMF�BOE�FOWJSPONFOUBMMZ�SFTQPOTJCMF�EFTJHOT�ZPV�DBO�FYQFDU�ZFBST�PG�VTF�PVU�
PG�ZPVS�GVSOJUVSF�

If you need assistance or have any concerns please contact sales@wielandhealthcare.com. For warranty information 
visit https://wielandhealthcare.com/about-us/warranty/�

UIBOL�ZPV�GPS�ZPVS�QVSDIBTF�
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2k poly wood finish 

Wieland’s 2K Polyurethane wood finishing�TZTUFN is applied with the latest in computer 
controlled equipment. This 2-component�or 2K, polyurethane sealer and top coat has 
all PG�the advantages of traditional catalyzed varnish with the added benefits of 
increased durability and performance.  

To test this Wieland created aO environment where each of the following noted chemicals were applied and 
rubbed dry 36,400 times. Each PG� UIF� GPMMPXJOH� chemicalT wFSF diluted to the manufactureSs recommendation: 
#MFBDI� 	F�H�� $MPSPY¥
� *TPQSPQZM� "MDPIPM� 	F�H�� $MFBO1SP¥
� )ZESPHFO� 1FSPYJEF� 	F�H�� 0YZDJEF5.
� 2VBUFSOBSZ�
"NNPOJVN�	F�H��7JSFY¥
�BOE�1IFOPMJD�	F�H��8FY�DJEF
�

After this very rigorous testing, the samples did not show a noticeable difference in Gloss Level, Film Thickness PS 
Cross Hatch Adhesion from the sample prior to testing. This is a real testament to the superior hard use resistance 
inherent with this finish chemistry. 

general cleaning instructions
Everyday cleaning NBZ�be done with mild detergent or soap and warm water�ESZJOH surfaces immediately�BGUFS�with a 
soft cloth.�Following application of Sanitizing or Germicidal cleaning products, JU�JT�SFDPNNFOEFE�UP�wipe the wood 
surface�with a water-dampened�cloth to remove any remaining residue�

urethane

general cleaning instructions

Clean with mild soap and water. Diluted cleaners and disinfectants may also be used, but 
wiped dry immediately after application. Do not leave to dry. 
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thermoform

resins & plastic

Corian® was created for a lifetime of easy care. Just follow the simple guidelines to keep 
your Corian® surfaces looking beautiful. Visit http://www.corian.com/-use-care- for more 
information or call 1-800-4Corian (1-800-430-6072).

Thermoform will retain its original beauty with reasonable handling and care. 

general cleaning instructions 

To ensure that youS surfaces maintain UIFJS�original appearance, clean with soap 
and water.

Wieland’s resin products may be cleaned with all standard healthcare cleaners if they are 
diluted according to the manufacturer's recommendation: Bleach�	F�H��$MPSPY¥
�*TPQSPQZM�
"MDPIPM�	F�H��$MFBO1SP¥
�)ZESPHFO�1FSPYJEF�	F�H��0YZDJEF5.
�2VBUFSOBSZ�"NNPOJVN�	F�H��
7JSFY¥
�BOE�1IFOPMJD�	F�H��8FY�DJEF
��

general cleaning instructions

Mild detergents are often more effective at removing general dirt and soil for�
everyday cleaning.�Scuff marks from shoes or other hard surfaces may be removed 
using mild�abrasive cleaners.

repairs 

The resin frame has a uniform color throughout. Any small nick or scratch can be 
sanded smooth.

solid surface
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powder coated metal

general cleaning instructions

Please refer to the respective fabric suppier for cleaning instructions on fabrics.

-BNJOBUF�QSPEVDUT�NBZ�CF�DMFBOFE�XJUI�BMM�TUBOEBSE�IFBMUIDBSF�DMFBOFST�JG�UIFZ�BSF�
EJMVUFE�BDDPSEJOH�UP�UIF�NBOVGBDUVSFShT�SFDPNNFOEBUJPO��#MFBDI�	F�H��
$MPSPY¥
�*TPQSPQZM�"MDPIPM�	F�H��$MFBO1SP¥
�)ZESPHFO�1FSPYJEF�	F�H��0YZDJEF5.
�
2VBUFSOBSZ�"NNPOJVN�	F�H��7JSFY¥
�BOE�1IFOPMJD�	F�H��8FY�DJEF
�

general cleaning instructions
To clean the surface, use a damp cloth or sponge and a mild soap or detergent. 
Rinse thoroughly with warm water and wipe dry.

fabric

general cleaning instructions

Light soiling may be removed with a damp cloth or household glass cleaners. Heel marks, 
heavy soiling and surface marring may be removed with automotive�grade polishing 
compounds or car wax. Do not apply abrasive cleaners, polish or lubricants to table bases 
or moving parts. 

repairs

Damaged paint may be repaired with touch-up paint which is available from the factory. 
Touch-up paint is supplied in powder form to provide an exact match with the existing color. 
To use the powder, add a small quantity of commercially available lacquer thinner to a small 
quantity of the powder, stirring with a metal stir until the desired consistency is achieved. 
The paint solution may then be applied using a brush. Avoid using too thick PG�a 
consistency UIBU�NBZ�SFTVMU in brush marks. Allow at least one hour to dry.

laminate
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